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	Key Features

	
		Learn to use the facilities provided by D3.js to create data-driven visualizations
	
		Explore the concepts of D3.js through examples that enable you to quickly create visualizations including charts, network diagrams, and maps
	
		Get practical examples of visualizations using real-world data sets that show you how to use D3.js to visualize and interact with information to glean its underlying meaning



	Book Description


	This book will take you through all the concepts of D3.js starting with the most basic ones and progressively building on them in each chapter to expand your knowledge of D3.js.


	Starting with obtaining D3.js and creating simple data bindings to non-graphical HTML elements, you will then master the creation of graphical elements from data. You'll discover how to combine those elements into simple visualizations such as bar, line, and scatter charts, as well as more elaborate visualizations such as network diagrams, Sankey diagrams, maps, and choreopleths.


	Using practical examples provided, you will quickly get to grips with the features of D3.js and use this learning to create your own spectacular data visualizations with D3.js.


	What you will learn

	
		Install and use D3.js to create HTML elements within the document
	
		Use development tools such as JSBIN and Chrome Developer Tools to create D3.js applications
	
		Retrieve JSON data and use D3.js selections and data binding to create visual elements from data
	
		Create and style graphical elements such as circles, ellipses, rectangles, lines, paths, and text using SVG
	
		Turn your data into bar and scatter charts, and add margins, axes, labels, and legends
	
		Use D3.js generators to perform the magic of creating complex visualizations from data
	
		Add interactivity to your visualizations, including tool-tips, sorting, hover-to-highlight, and grouping and dragging of visuals



	About the Author


	Michael Heydt is an independent consultant, programmer, educator, and trainer. He has a passion for learning and sharing his knowledge of new technologies. Michael has worked in multiple industry verticals, including media, finance, energy, and healthcare. Over the last decade, he worked extensively with web, cloud, and mobile technologies and managed user experience, interface design, and data visualization for major consulting firms and their clients. Michael's current company, Seamless Thingies (www.seamlessthingies.tech), focuses on IoT development and connecting everything with everything.


	He is the author of numerous articles, papers, and books, such as Instant Lucene. NET, Learning Pandas, and Mastering Pandas for Finance, all by Packt Publishing, on technology. Michael is also a common speaker at .NET user groups and various mobile, cloud, and IoT conferences and delivers webinars on advanced technologies. He can be reached through his website e-mails, mike@heydt.org and mike@seamlessthingies.tech and on Twitter at @mikeheydt.
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Information Security Science: Measuring the Vulnerability to Data CompromisesSyngress Publishing, 2016

	Information Security Science: Measuring the Vulnerability to Data Compromises provides the scientific background and analytic techniques to understand and measure the risk associated with information security threats. This is not a traditional IT security book since it includes methods of information compromise that are not typically...
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Academic Tourism: Perspectives on International Mobility in Europe (Tourism, Hospitality & Event Management)Springer, 2020

	This book presents the latest knowledge on the still under-researched field of academic tourism, which over the past decade has gained in importance at local and national economic levels as a result of increasing international mobility of students and academic staff in higher education. A wide range of themes are explored from various...
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VB.NET Language Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 2002
Visual Basic .NET is a radically new version of Microsoft Visual Basic, the world's most widely used rapid application development (RAD) package. Whether you are just beginning application development with Visual Basic .NET or are already deep in code, you will appreciate just how easy and valuable the VB.NET Language Pocket Reference is....
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Networking Explained, Second EditionDigital Press, 2001
Gallo and Hancock provide a sophisticated introduction to their subject in a clear, readable format. These two top networking experts answer hundreds of questions about hardware, software, standards, and future directions in network technology.

	Wireless networks
	Convergence of voice and data
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Fuzzy Systems Engineering: Theory and Practice (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2005
This book is devoted to reporting innovative and significant progress in fuzzy system engineering. Given the maturation of fuzzy logic, this book is dedicated to exploring the recent breakthroughs in fuzziness and soft computing in favour of intelligent system engineering. This monograph presents novel developments of the fuzzy theory as well as...
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Parameterized Complexity Theory (Texts in Theoretical Computer Science. An EATCS Series)Springer, 2006
Parameterized complexity theory is a recent branch of computational complexity theory that provides a framework for a refined analysis of hard algorithmic problems. The central notion of the theory, fixed-parameter tractability, has led to the development of various new algorithmic techniques and a whole new theory of intractability. This book is a...
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